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Abstract

In this paper, the reduction effect of dry (solid) lubrication on wheel flange wear rates is studied. The solid / dry lubri-

cator systems were attached to the most front and furthest back axles of a coach in order to examine the wear behavior of

the equipped wheels. An attempt is also made to make a comparison between wear behaviors of these wheel flanges hav-

ing dry lubrication devices with non-lubricated wheels in other railcars. Finally, a comparison is made between life-cycle

of wheels under investigation and other similar wheel types.
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1. Introduction

The wheel wear is considered important mostly at two

areas; the first area is the tread of the wheel with the worn

part of it called “hollowed tread”. The second area is called

the flange of the wheel with the worn part called the

“wheel sharpness”. In this paper, the reduction effect of dry

(solid) lubrication on wheel flange wear rates is studied.

1.1 introductions to curving behavior 

Wheels tend to roll in the direction in which they are

facing. In a curve the leading wheelset will tend to roll

towards the outside of the curve, and the trailing wheelset

will tend to roll towards the inside. As shown in Fig. 1.

The outer rail on the curve is longer than the inner rail,

so that unconstrained wheelsets can curve freely by run-

ning along the equilibrium rolling line, where the rolling

radius difference balances the difference in the lengths of

the rails, shown again in Fig. 2.

 Once the wheelset is unable to generate sufficient longitu-

dinal forces to steer into the radial position, the wheelset will

have an “angle of attack” to the track, and will run in flange

contact. Because of the angle of attack, both of the tread con-

tact points will be generating forces to push the wheelset into
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Fig. 1 Vehicle on a curve [1]

Fig. 2 rolling radius difference [1]
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the flange, which must be resisted by the flange contact

force. These forces are a major cause of wear. As the equilib-

rium rolling line is closer to the outer rail than the inner, the

leading wheelset will always reach flange contact before the

trailing wheelset. Also, the lateral movements of the

wheelsets tend to yaw the whole bogie or vehicle relative to

the track, which increases the rotation, required to achieve

radial alignment at the leading end, and reduces it at the trail-

ing. These factors ensure that the curving forces are always

larger at the leading than at the trailing wheelset [1]. 

1.2 preliminary studies 

Many research works is already performed for finding

applicable methods to reduce wheel flange wear one of

which is the use of wheel profile lubricators. There are two

types of lubricators for the purpose of wheel wear reduction.

One type is a side track lubricator devices which is adjusted

and kept in good condition by railroad maintenance and

repairs crew who check them at regular intervals to maintain

their integrity and sound operation whilst refilling them with

grease lubricants. However, the impediment in this type of

wheel lubricators is that their punctual maintenance and

grease-refilling in harsh weather conditions is not possible.

The second type is fixed on the bogie under a railcar.

These systems are themselves of two types: liquid or solid

lubricators; the latter being a more recent approach and

under further development. The trainsets operated in Iran

are of the liquid type which is fixed to the bogies, and the

maintenance and refilling tasks are much easier than the

track side systems. In this paper, the innovative process to

install and monitoring of a new developed solid lubrica-

tor on a selected passenger railcar in Iran and the perti-

nent research works is explained and analyzed.

The preliminary studies started with a review of railways

in other nations with similar activities and their approaches

towards eliminating and/or controlling and reducing such a

phenomenon is looked into. Among them was KELSAN

Co. in UK where the following design was sought to

reduce wheel flange wear in trains of different railway

routes [2]. SCHUNK was also a company involved in simi-

lar tasks [3]. The dry lubricator consists of the two main

mechanical components and one set of 4 interlaced lubri-

cating elements (graphite caps) as shown in Fig. 3 and 4.

This device is designed in a way that the graphite is con-

stantly in contact with the wheel flange.

The Britain’s railway field test results and the effect on

reduction of wear rate are shown in Fig. 5.

According to Fig. 5, the wear index used is in mm per

1000 kilometers. Thus, in order to compare the results of

field tests at Raja Co. with KELSAN Co. results, the same

index is adopted.

2. Material Test Methodology

Through correspondences with KELSAN Co., a sample

Fig. 3 Lubricator device made by KELSAN Co., illustrating its 

components under the bogie and the manner of contact 

between the graphite element and wheel flange [2]

Fig. 4 Geometry of the graphite caps (elements) – KELSAN 

Co. design [2]

Fig. 5 Effect of applying dry lubricator on wheel flanges 

according to KELSAN Co. results and a comparison with other 

methods of wheel flange wear control [2]
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(a set of 4 interlaced graphite caps) was delivered to Raja

Co. which was then sent to Razi Laboratory in Tehran for

chemical tests and analysis in order to determine density

value. Filler analysis using SEM1 approach was performed

that showed the sample to be a composite specimen with

saturated polyester with 50% filler weight containing sulfu-

ric, phosphorous and silicate compounds. The weight per-

centages of elements are as Table 1. Also, the Density of

this graphite element is on average 2 gr /cm3 [4].

3. New Design Graphite Element 
Production

At Raja Rail Transportation Co., the project was further

developed by attempting to produce newly designed graph-

ite elements to replace the sample from KELSAN Co. As

such, instead of the set made of 4 pieces of interlaced graph-

ites, a one-piece graphite stick was produced which was

considered to be more advantageous than the former type

since it would save material consumption in being a mono-

lithic piece and unlike each piece in the set of KELSAN

graphite that would fall when partially consumed, there

were less likelihood of falling off the cartridge positioned at

a certain distance away from the wheel flange. The density

of this new graphite element is 1.6 gr /cm3.

4. Selection of Test Runs Route and 
Type of Railcar

Various railway lines in Iran have very exclusively dif-

ferent conditions some extending in a straight track course

with curves above 2500 m radii; such as the Tehran-Mash-

had mainline. In such lines, wheel flange wear is not an

issue of concern; however, conditions of line extensions in

such routes as Tehran-Ahvaz, Tehran-Mianeh, and Tehran-

Sari are different. The 800 km Tehran–Ahvaz route run-

ning north-south of Iran (Fig. 6) is among the most twisty

railway lines where curves with small radius prevail and

thus wheel wear is very high in this route where the dis-

tance run (mileage) of wheels at times reaches 30,000 km. 

Accordingly, coach no. 705 geared with Y32 bogie

belonging to Green Plour (GPIG) railway fleet only mak-

ing go and return journeys on Tehran-Ahvaz route was

selected in order to be equipped with a dry lubricators.

Earlier, the wheels of the railcar had been re-profiled for

the first time.

5. Field Test Methodology

The Project involved installation of a total of 4 dry

lubricator packs on the two bogies of railcar no. 705

with each of two packs fixed to the wheels of the first

axle of the first bogie and last axle of the second bogie

(Fig. 7). 

6. Method of Measurement

As a general rule, all through the dry lubrication field-

Table 1 Weight percentage of elements of graphite [4]

compound Weight percentage

C 34.19

S 23.14

Mo 20.46

Br 9.95

O 7.16

Al 4.31

Sb 0.45

Fe 0.25

Si 0.07

P 0.0

1Scanning Electron Microscopy

Fig. 6 Railway routes in R.A.I [5]
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test project the wheel flange profile measurements were

performed by calipers (Fig. 8b). 

The criterion for wheel sharpness and the dismantling

from the coach were according to data in Fig. 8(c). In Iran,

the criterion for wheel sharpness and required dismantling

from a coach is based on the Sd value. If the Sd index is 22

mm, the wheel is dismantled and its mileage is recorded.

7. Design Modification of spring for 
Securing the Graphite

Due to frequent breaking of the clock springs, new rein-

forced helical type springs were designed and were fitted

instead in the original holder and test runs were continued

(Fig. 9). The hardness of clock spring was calculated to be

approximately 0.18 N/mm.

Spring rate is the change in load per unit deflection. It is

expressed as statement 1 [6]:

(1)

Where G is shear modulus

For steel helical springs, the elasticity and shear mod-

ules are 206 Gpa and 79.5 Gpa, respectively [7, 8].

(2) 

P is the pitch of the spring, N is the number of rings, and

Na is the number of acting rings.

Applying the above statement (2) and assuming the wire

diameter(d) is 1.2 mm, spring length(L) is 230 mm, outer

diameter of spring(D) is 20 mm, and the pitch(P) is 15

mm, then the numbers of total rings and active rings in a

spring, and subsequent designed hardness of the spring can

be calculated as below:

(3) 

According to calculated data, helical springs were pro-

duced for test run and replaced the previous clock springs

(Fig. 10).

8. Field Test

On 10th September 2013, field test runs of a 705 railcar

using the renewed design of the lubricator device began.

The characteristics of the wheels on bogies of the railcar

were as follow:

Sd =32mm, Sh=28mm, qr=11
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Fig. 7 Positioning of dry lubricators on no. 705 railcar bogies

Fig. 8 Wheel wear measuring device

a) Wheel wear parameters qr, sd, sh, b) compound caliper 

c) acceptable range

Fig. 9 Broken clock spring
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The test run project monitoring (measurement) of

wheels was performed every week. After 71,000 km jour-

ney, the Sd was measured to be 22 mm and in view of km

run of this coach and the Sd reduction from 32 to 22 mm,

it is deferred that the wear rate of the wheels in the coach

on Tehran-Ahvaz route was 0.14 mm per 1000 km. 

According to a case measurement during one train run

of a 705 railcar from Tehran to Ahvaz or vise-versa (800

km distance), the graphite stick length reduction (con-

sumed) was 2.5 mm, and the 20 cm length graphite stick is

estimated to be fully consumed after approximately every

57,000 km run, but it should be noted that there is always

about 5 cm graphite scrap remaining. The reason is that

one graphite stick would never be fully consumed because

with gradual lengthwise consumption, ultimately the end

part of the stick would definitely fall out of the cartridge

end at the open space (about 5 cm) provided for to be

warded off the wheel flange area (root) (Fig. 11); or even

some sticks occasionally break and never reach the flange.

Regarding the 5 cm graphite stick scrap, the calculation of

one train run graphite stick consumption is based on a 15

cm (150 mm) length: i.e. 200 mm (total graphite length) –

50 mm (scrap part) = 150 mm (useful length). 

Km consumption of 1 graphite stick on the 800 km

Tehran-Ahvaz route would thus be: 

150 mm * 800 km / 2.5 mm (graphite consumption per

run) = 48,000 km or 60 runs (days) 

Using the KELSAN Co. km index, 1 graphite stick

would be consumed as follows:

150 mm * 1000 km / 3 mm (graphite consumption per

1000 km run) = 50,000 km or 62.5 runs (days).

Table 2 shows the km run of axles of coach no. 705 and

shows that wheels no. 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 and 8 are sharpened

after 75,072 km run.

8.1 Comparison between the Target and

Other Green Plour (GPIG) Vehicle 

 The data in Table 3 is associated with the Green Plour

(GPIG) railcars (not equipped with lubricators) that only

travelled on the southern route (Tehran–Ahvaz). The

derived mileage statistics are for the same above period

throughout 2013 in which the target railcar was operated

on Tehran-Ahvaz line.

Table 3 shows that the average km run of the other

Green Plour (GPIG) vehicles without the lubricator device

Fig. 10 Helical spring for the Project

Fig. 11 Distance between cartridge end and wheel flange area 

(unloaded cartridge)

Table 2 Full Km runs of 705 Railcar axles 

Date
Nos. 1 & 2 

Km runs

Nos. 3 & 4 

Km runs

Nos. 5 & 6 

Km runs

Nos. 7 & 8 

Km runs

11.09.2013 3,264 0 3,264 3,264

13.09.2013 4,080 816 4,080 4,080

23.11.2013 60,384 57,120 60,384 60,384

23.11.2013 61,200 57,936 61,200 61,200

04.12.2013 68,544 65,280 68,544 68,544

04.12.2013 69,360 66,096 69,360 69,360

13.12.2013 75,072 7,180 75,072 75,072

14.12.2013 0 0 0 0

Table 3 Train runs Km of other Green Plour (GPIG) coaches' 

void of dry lubricator system

Railcar No. Railcar Mileage (km)

701 37,000

702 60,000

706 37,000

708 135,000

711 34,000

715 58,000

717 51,000

723 32,000

723 40,000

726 37,000

730 122,000

730 50,000

744 71,000

749 30,000

Average 56,700
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on this route reaches 56,700 km , i.e.: 0.177 mm per 1000

km wear. By comparison of several of Green Plour

(GPIG) coaches with the target railcar (no. 705) equipped

with dry lubricator all running on the southern railway

route, it can be determined that the km run of the target

vehicle is higher than the average mileage of other rail-

cars at an equivalent distance run of 14,500 km (standing

equal to a 25% rate increase).

9. Expenditure and Cost-effectiveness of 
Lubricator Device Application in 

Railcars

Production costs of the lubricator-device and graphite-

stick (according to 2012 index prices in Iran) are as bellow:

36.66 euro (110,000 Tomans2) for each lubricator device

3.33 euro for one helical spring, 

8.33 euro for one graphite-stick;

Accordingly, the total annual costs of graphite consump-

tion are:

8.33 * 4(devices) * 6(annual graphite usage) = 400 euro

(assuming full consumption) 

Thus, the base cost of solid lubrication of one railcar for

one year is: 

36.66 euro lubricator device*4 + 3.33 euro helical spring

cost*4 + 400 = 560 euro

Since the required annual railcar travel takes an equiva-

lent period of 350 days and as the length of the travel route

is 800 km, thus the coach would be able to run 280,000 km

annually. Yet, the coach equipped with dry lubricator has

shown to be capable of a 75,000 km run. As such, this

coach would require 3.73 turns re-profiling per year in

order to re-enter journey operation. If the km run of this

coach (no. 705) is compared with Green Plour (GPIG)

coaches who have no wheel flange lubricators, then it can

be realized that for these latter coaches on average (Table

3), 4.93 turns of re-profiling per year would be required.

In other words, annually 1.2 turns of wheel profiling cost

savings shall be achieved in dry lubricated coach (4.93-

3.73=1.2). Since, the life cycle of passenger railcar wheels

in intercity trains in Iran, is equivalent to 3 turns of wheel

re-profiling, thus, a 0.4 life extension equivalent is obtained

which means for one railcar (with 4 solid lubricators) 1.6

wheels saving is attained. Since there are 50 coaches serv-

ing the Tehran-Ahvaz route, an amount of 88,800 euros

(166,500,000 Toomans) annual saving is attained (to evalu-

ate the cost-effectiveness of dry lubrication usage, the pur-

chase cost of a new wheel prices 1,110 euros). 

10. Conclusion

In railcar 705, the service life of first axle of front bogie

and last axle of rare bogie being equipped with flange

lubricators were compared with life span of wheel with-

out dry lubricators in bogies of other rail vehicles travel-

ing on Tehran-Ahvaz go and return route. The results

reveal that the average wheel service life of no. 705 Green

Plour (GPIG) railcar is 24% greater than those of the ones

without lubricator device.

Wear index for this coach with solid lubricator device

traveling in this selected route shows that the wear rate is

0.14 mm per 1000 km, but the similar rating in the

KELSAN Co. figures (Fig. 5) is shown to be much lesser

(in the worst situation, without dry lubrication device it

would be 0.1 mm per 1000 km) and this index value by

itself shows the high degree of wheel flange wear on

Tehran-Ahvaz route.

The field test performance shows that the implementa-

tion of dry lubrication project greatly helps attenuate

wheel flange wear being a major problem for curves prev-

alent on such train routes as the south mainline.

The quality of clock springs have shown to have poor

behavior against intense vibration of running railcar and

the condition of southern line. The helical springs used as

replacement have shown a better performance.

Graphite consumption was 3 mm per 1000 km.

Total annual costs for one coach was determined to be

560 euro and for a total of 50 coaches it was 28000 euro.

The annual savings for 1 coach was 1776 euro and 8880

euro for 50 coaches.

The field test performance shows that the implementa-

tion of dry lubrication project greatly helps attenuate

wheel flange wear being a major problem for curves prev-

alent on such train routes as the south mainline in Iran.
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